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Abstract

Introduction

A study has been done of the propellant storage and
supply system for a hydrogen arcjet-propelled Solar Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle (SEOTV) intended to carry
satellite payloads from low Earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO). A major objective has
been to use hardware and technology from the existing
Centaur upper stage to define a high-performance
SEOTV concept with low development requirements.

The concept of using low-thrust electric propulsion
for space transfer missions has been around for over 30
years. 1 More recently, the U.S. Air Force has shown interest in using solar-powered electric propulsion for
transferring satellite payloads from low Earth orbit
(LEO) to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO). 2 Systems
studies 3, 4 have identified hydrogen-fueled arjet propulsion as a good candidate for Solar Electric Orbit Transfer
Vehicle (SEOTV) operation because it maximizes payload mass fraction for reasonable transfer times.

After being placed in LEO by a modified Atlas IIA
launch vehicle, the 30-kW SEOTV, with two arcjets operating simultaneously from an array of six, can transfer its
2039-kg satellite payload to GEO in 199 days. This provides a 43 to 88% increase in useful payload over a conventional Atlas IIA launch, depending on whether the
satellite uses the SEOTV solar panels.
The 3.05-m-diameter, 6.1-m-long propellant tank
contains 2441 kg of subcritical liquid hydrogen, and the
boiloff supplies the low propellant flowrate needed by the
arcjets. The tank is of the same pressure-stabilized, thin,
stainless steel monocoque construction as the current
Centaur upper stage and can be fabricated from the same
bulkheads and skins using existing tooling. It uses 25 mm
of multilayer insulation over 13 mm of Centaur bondedon, closed-cell foam to limit boiloff in both space and
ground environments.
The tank contains a thermodynamic vent system
(TVS) for control of tank pressure in zero and low gravity
and for supply of propellant to the thrusters. This TVS is
a Shuttle/Centaur TVS modified to accommodate the
lower flowrate of the SEOTV. The propellant motion in
the tank will be well-behaved and tank baffles probably
won't be needed to control sloshing and reorientation.
An external compressor, accumulator, and regulator will
be needed to condition the hydrogen boiloff provided by
the TVS and provide for startup and shutdown transients. A tank electrical heater will maintain hydrogen
boiloff rate at required levels as the SEOTV spirals outward from the Earth. The resulting system is simple, has a
very low structural mass fraction, and builds on 27 years
of operational Centaur upper stage technology,

One key to the effectiveness of an SEOTV is achievement of a low mass fraction for the hydrogen propellant
storage and supply system. An initial evaluation 5 indicated a relatively simple concept (Figure 1) with control
features that provide hydrogen boiloff at the rate needed
for propulsion; none is wasted by venting to space. A thermodynamic vent system (TVS) controls tank pressure
and supplies gaseous propellant to an external compressor, accumulator, and regulator that condition the hydrogen gas and provide for startup and shutdown transients.
A tank heater maintains boiloff rate at the required level
as space heating decreases while the SEOTV spirals outward from LEO to GEO. It was concluded that the system
would have a low mass fraction and limited development
requirements if it could be based on technology from the
hydrogen-fueled Centaur upper stage. With this objective in mind, the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) cooperated with the NASA Lewis Research
Center (LeRC) to have General Dynamics Space Systems Division evaluate the feasibility of applying Centaur
technology to an SEOTV. Figure 2 illustrates the SEOTV
configuration that resulted from the study.
The central structural element is the hydrogen propellant tank, which could be fabricated using the same
materials, methods, and tooling used in Centaur tank
fabrication. The tank is the same diameter (3.05 m), is
about 30% shorter, yet holds about the same amount of
liquid hydrogen as Centaur because the Centaur tank
also contains liquid oxygen. Maximum use could be made
of other components from Centaur to minimize SEOTV
development requirements. The arcjet thrusters and propellant supply components are located on the aft bulkhead of the hydrogen tank. The power processing units
and vehicle control unit electronics are mounted on the
forward adapter located on the forward bulkhead. This
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Figure 1. SEOTVpropellant storage and supply system.
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Figure 2. Centaur-derived solar electric orbit transfer vehicle.

adapter is used to mount the satellite payload to the
SEOTV. The solar array booms are attached to the forward structural ring of the tank. The purposes of the ve-

boiloff rate, propellant conditioning and supply, and operation of the arcjet thrusters. Additional electronics
associated with guidance, navigation, and communica-

hicle control unit are to regulate hydrogen tank pressure,

tions are assumed to be a part of the satellite payload.

2
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greatly reduce the need for new ground support equipment and launch crew training to perform SEOTV hydrogen tanking.

Mission Description
The mission addressed involves use of an SEOTV to
transport a satellite from LEO to GEO. It is assumed that
the SEOTV and satellite are launched into LEO with a
conventional multi-stage launch vehicle such as one from
the Atlas family of launchers that combine an Atlas
booster with a Centaur cryogenic upper stage. After being placed in LEO by the launch vehicle, the SEOTV,
along with its satellite payload, spirals outward around
the Earth until the final orbit is reached. Three options
could be considered for the SEOTV: 1) the SEOTV simply provides transportation and is expended after satellite deployment in GEO; 2) upon reaching GEO, the
SEOTV "donates" to the satellite some of its subsystems

Atlas IIA can launch payloads into a wide range of
LEOs from Cape Canaveral, using either the direct ascent (single Centaur burn) or parking orbit ascent (two or
more Centaur burns) mission profiles (Figure 4). For a
28.5-deg orbit inclination, the direct ascent is more effective for circular orbits below 440 km altitude. Above this
altitude a parking orbit ascent provides greater payload
capability.
For the study, a baseline circular altitude of 370 km
with a 28.5-deg inclination was selected, for which the Atlas IIA is capable of orbiting 6580 kg. A baseline payload

such as power, control, etc. prior to satellite deployment;

(SEOTV and satellite) to LEO of 6085 kg was assumed,

or 3) the SEOTV is fully integrated with the satellite,

wich consists of 95% of the Atlas

achieving maximum synergism.

additional 166 kg to allow for the payload adapter and

Launch

structural modifications of the launch vehicle.

The Atlas family of launch vehicles (Figure 3) represents a range of options for launching the SEOTV and its
satellite payload into an initial low Earth circular orbit.
The advantages of Atlas are not limited to just matching
launch capability to payload requirement; its hydrogenfueled Centaur upper stage offers hydrogen venting features that can be used by the SEOTV hydrogen tank, both
on the launch pad and during ascent. In addition, the Atlas launch complex existing hydrogen tankingcapabilities

Mission Parameters

A capability less an

The electric vehicle analyzer code (EVA) 6 was used
to estimate design and trajectory parameters as a basis
for studying the SEOTV hydrogen propellant storage
and supply features. These parameters are given in Table
1. Customer-specified parameters included 1200 s specific impulse, 30 kWe total power level, two thrusters firing
at a time, 1750 hr thrusterlifetime, and 40% electrical efficiency of thruster and power processor. The resulting

SEOTV has a dry mass of 1605 kg, carries 2441 kg of hydrogen propellant with a propellant flowrate of 0.173 g/s
when thrusting, and has a solar array area of 150 m2. Using a total of six arcjet thrusters, it is able to transport a
satellite payload of 2039 kg to GEO in 199 days. Figure 5

. .

-

gives the altitude, inclination, velocity gain, and cumulative orbit histories for the transfer trajectory. The

SEOTV makes an altitude change of 35,405 km to reach
undergoes an orbital plane change of 28.5 deg to
place the satellite over the equator, makes 1467 orbits,

SGEO,

and provides a total velocity increment of 6034 m/s.
SEOTV Payload Advantage

ATLAS I

ATLAS

GTO, kg

2254

2812

LEO, kg
(CCAFS)
LEO, kg
(VAFB)

53
93
4831

6577
5511

ATLAS
3044

ATLAS
-A -AS
3697

The SEOTV is of interest because of its high specific
impulse and the potential it has for sharing subsystems
with the satellite payload. This could provide for a substantial net payload advantage over current LEO-toGEO transportation methods. A comparison has been
made between the baseline SEOTV case (using 95% of
Atlas IIA launch capability with a direct ascent to a
370-km circular orbit) and a conventional Atlas IIA parking orbit ascent to geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO)
that uses either a storable bipropellant or solid propellant
apogee propulsion system to circularize at GEO. As indicated in Table 2, the SEOTV option enables a 49 to 88%
increase in usable payload to GEO over the storable bipropellant, depending on whether credit is taken for the
30 kWe solar array that the SEOTV could donate to the

1=27 deg.

185 km
1=28.5 deg.
185 km
1=90 deg.
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Figure 3. Atlas family of launch vehicles.
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Figure 4. Atlas IIA performance.
satellite. For the solid propellant, the corresponding
lant vary over the mission. This will be accomplished
SEOTV advantage is 43% and 82%, respectively, althrough use of extra MLI to over-insulate the tank in
though these numbers should increase when an allowspace vacuum, and use of electric heating to achieve the
ance is made for solid motor performance augmented
desired tank heating rate.
with satellite propellant needed to refine the final orbit.
The tank is vulnerable to damage by micrometeoInsulation System
roids and debris, and analysis may show that the protection offered by the insulation must be augmented by

The SEOTV propellant tank insulation system must
limit heating in the launch pad, ascent, and space nvironments. The entire SEOTV and its satellite payload
are contained in the Atlas IIA fairing to provide additional protection from the launch pad and ascent environments. To limit atmospheric boiloff and prevent ice
formation, the tank will be covered with the same type of
fixed-foam insulation used on Centaur. Additional assurance against water ice formation will be provided by the
dry nitrogen gas purging the fairing.

additional shielding. This can be achieved by incorporating a thin aluminum bumper or extra-heavy scrim reinforcement in the outermost layer of the insulation
system.
Fixed-Foam Insulation
General Dynamics has developed a low-cost, lightweight, fixed-foam system to insulate the hydrogen tank
for the Atlas II family of vehicles (Figure 6). This foam is
an excellent candidate for SEOTV. The polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam is nontoxic and noncorrosive, is closed
cell, is heat formed to the tank contour, has a smooth surface finish, and is well suited as a substrate for MLI. It is
attached to the tank exterior with a sprayable epoxy
adhesive that stays semi-flexible, along with the foam, to
maintain insulation bonding as the stainless steel tank
"balloons" and chills when it is loaded with hydrogen.

Multilayer insulation (MLI) will be attached to the
outside of the foam to provide good protection from tank
heating in the vacuum of space. The MLI thickness and
foam thickness must be such as to avoid nitrogen ice
formation outside of the foam while in the Earth's atmosphere, and the overall performance of the insulation system must be sufficient to allow active control over the
boiloff rate as the space heating and demand for propel4
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Figure 5. Transfer trajectory.

Figure 7 illustrates the mass-related trends associated with foam insulation thickness, which should be se-

Table 1. Mission parameters.
Orbit parameters

lected based on an analysis of vehicle performance

LEO orbit fraction in shadow
P = 0.0 deg
39% (36 min)
B = 52 deg

accounting for insulation system mass, reduction in hydrogen boiloff, ground hold propellant conditioning, and

33% (30 min)

prelaunch ice formation. For Centaur, the design thick-

GEO orbit fraction in shadow
P = 0.0 deg
5% (72 min)
P = 23.5 deg
0% (0.0 min)
Total number of orbits
1,467
Total trip time
199 days
Total time in sunlight
163 days

ness of 15 mm was selected to avoid ice formation under
most conditions, while resulting in close-to-predicted
overall minimum mass penalty. The SEOTV will be contained by an aerodynamic fairing and a dry nitrogen
purge within the fairing will eliminate water ice formation. Therefore, the SEOTV foam insulation thickness

Total time in shadow
Initial orbit
Final orbit

36 days
370 km, 28.5 deg inclination
35800 km, 0.0 deg inclination

selected is 13 mm.

Required AV

6034 m/s

Space Heating

Spacecraft parameters

The SEOTV propellant tank experiences heating in

Specific impulse

1,200 s

Total thrust
Propellant flowrate
Total power
Total initial mass

2.03 N
0.173 g/s
30 kW
6085 kg

space due to direct solar radiation, solar radiation reflected off the Earth, and thermal radiation emitted by
the Earth. The outer surface of the insulation system surrounding the tank will also emit thermal radiation and

Propellant mass

2441 kg

the surface temperature of the insulation will depend on

EOTV dry mass
Solar array mass
Satellite mass

1605 kg
545 kg
2039 kg

the ratio of the surface solar absorptivity to thermal emissivity (a/e). The insulation surface temperature will also
vary due to the angular relationships with the Sun and
Earth and the distance from the Earth.

i-BCT93-64
5
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Table 2. Payloadperformance comparison.
Atlas IIA/SEOTV

Atlas IIA/Storable
Apogee Motor

95% Atlas IIA performance (kg)

6085 in LEO

2828 in GTO

Stage specific impulse (s)

1200

320

292

Stage mass (kg)

4046

1455

1408

Satellite mass (kg)
Useful stage mass (kg)

2039

1373

1421

0

0

Total useful mass in GEO (kg)
Atlas IIA/SEOTV performance advantage (%)

2584

1373

1421

545 (solar array)

Atlas IIA/Solid
Apogee Motor*

2828 in GTO

- W/O solar array credit

--

49

43

- With solar array credit

--

88

82

* Solid motor option will require some satellite propellant to refine orbit.

For conceptual estimates it has been found that for a
well-insulated tank, the equivalent sink temperature of
the outer surface can be computed from the orbital-averaged space heat fluxes, averaged over the tank surface,
and then used to estimate MLI thickness.
determine
orbital-averaged
trends,
To determine To
trends,
orbital-averaged heating
heating was
was
estimated using the vector sweep computer code 7 for
four points in the LEO-to-GEO trajectory. The surfaceaveraged equivalent sink temperatures are given in Table
3, in which it can be seen that as the SEOTV spirals outward from the Earth, orbital-averaged heating decreases.
Multil
rI
n
Multlayer Insulation

t-BCT93-67

out having to vent boiloff to space to achieve tank pressure control. This means that the heating environment in
LEO must not produce an average boiloff rate greater
than needed for propulsion. Since the thrusting time per
orbit increases with beta angle, and the tank heating also
ncreases, the required amount of insulation is relatively
insensitive
a
to beta
beta angle.
ens ve to
Figure 8 illustrates for LEO the estimated heat leak
and associated tank boiloff rate as a function of MLI
thickness and a/e. High-density MLI is assumed and allowances are made for edge seams, conduction through
spacers and mounting pins, and degradation in performance due to handling and installation. Half of the total
tank heating is allocated to structural and fluid penetrations. For a baseline value of 0.3/0.9 for a/E, 25 mm of

The MLI must provide the capability to control boiloff rate over the entire mission such that propellent feed
requirements of the propulsion system can be met with-
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Figure6. Fixed-foam insulation.

Figure 7. Foam thickness selection.
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Table 3. Propellant tank environmental sink temperature.
LEO

Transit Point 1

Transit Point 2

GEO

Altitude (km)

371

10488

22875

35794

Inclination (degrees)

28.5

14.9

6.0

0.0

Solar angle (degrees)

52.0

38.3

29.4

23.4

Orbital period (minutes)

92.0

363

829

1435

Shadow time (minutes)
Equivalent sink temperature (*K)
a/E =0.1/0.9
0.3/0.9
0.8/0.9

29.8

None

None

None

214
240
283

176
224
283

168
219
278

166
217
276
t-BCT93-70

MLI will result in a boiloff rate of 0.113 g/s, which is slightly less than the orbit-averaged flowrate of 0.117 g/s needed by the arcjet thrusters in this orbit (propellant flowrate
while thrusting is 0.173 g/s). This requires only a small
amount to be made up by electric power (1.75 W). At
GEO, where the environmentally induced boiloff rate is
at a minimum, the electric power for the heater is 38.6 W,
which is still verysmall compared to the 30 kW used by the
arcjet thrusters.

Tank Pressure Control
The propellant tank requires a vent system to supply
hydrogen boiloff for the arcjet thrusters and to provide
for tank pressure control. Tank pressure control consists
of venting vapor from the tank to reduce ullage density
and achieve a Joule-Thomson cooling effect. Since the
tank liquid is essentially saturated, lowering the ullage
pressure will result in a reduction in liquid temperature.
Vapor venting can be accomplished easily on the Earth's
surface because the liquid and vapor occupy predictable
positions within the tank. However, under low-gravity
conditions the distribution of vapor and liquid in the tank
can easily shift as a result of small disturbing forces. A
thermodynamic vent system (TVS) has the capability to
vent-only vapor regardless of the distribution of liquid
and vapor in the tank.
Application of a Shuttle/Centaur TVS has been
con-

If less than 25 mm of MLI is used, it could result in an
excessively high boiloff rate over a portion of the mission,
causing propellant to be wasted by having to vent it to
space to limit tank pressure. If more than 25 mm of MLI is
used, the MLI thickness would be more than twice the
fixed-foam thickness, which could result in ice formation
at the MLI/foam interface while on the launch pad.

2.5

NOTE:

- 0.35

* DOUBLE-ALUMINIZED
KAPTON
* DACRON NETTING SPACER
* 2.4 LAYERS PER mm
SLAYER EMISSIVfTY=O.05

S.0

S1.5

* LOW CONDUCTIVITY PPO

PINS

2i-

sidered for meeting the zero-g and low-g tank pressure
control and arcjet propellant supply requirements of the
SEOTV 8. The Shuttle/Centaur TVS incorporates a pressure regulator, a compact heat exchanger, and a lowpower tank mixer. It was developed for a higher vent rate
than the SEOTV will have, and thus the pressure regulator must be resized. The heat exchanger and mixer could
be used without change, although performance calculations show mass and power savings if the components
were resized to take advantage of the lower SEOTV vent

30
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Figure8. MLlperformance in LEO.

rate and smaller tank.
>Propellant

Liquid Motion

SSince
the arcjet thrusters are operating most of the
time, it is essential that control be maintained over vehide orientation and pointing. A key aspect of meeting
this requirement is to achieve predictable and stable liquid motion within the tank. Motion of the liquid within
the tank is important not only because it affects center of
mass, but also because it can create forces on the tank
walls. Tank wall forces, as well as center of mass shift while
thrusting, can cause vehicle rotation. Liquid motion can
also affect both the ability to vent vapor from the tank to

7
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control pressure, and the ability to supply propellant to
the propulsion system. For the SEOTV, however, these
latter effects are not a consideration because the zero-g
TVS will ensure vapor venting and vapor supply to the
propulsion system. To understand the nature and extent
of liquid motion in the tank, and determine the need for
motion-suppression features such as slosh baffles, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis was performed,
taking into account anticipated vehicle accelerations. 9 It
appears probable that slosh control baffles won't be required due to the well-behaved motion of the liquid in the
tank.

branches, each with two valves in series, to protect against
failure in either the closed or open position. Check valves
are also configured in quad packs. Regulator quad packs
consist of two parallel branches, each with a regulator,
isolation valve, and pressure transducer to monitor the
regulator's performance. Finally, pressure transducers
and temperature sensors are redundant in packs of three
and two, respectively.
xcepton to th e failure olen requirement is
system components that operate only on the ground prior
to launch, including fill/drain and venting components. A
variable-position valve was chosen for the ground vent
because the SEOTV tank is pressure-stabilized. In the
event that this vent fails on the pad, the vehicle can be
safed by reopening and emptying propellant back out
through the fill/drain line.
T he

Propellant Supply System
Figure 1 illustrated the basic features of the propellant supply system. Gaseous hydrogen (GH 2) must be delivered from the tank to the arcjets at 0.173 g/s and a
pressure of 0.517 MPa; no requirement has been set for
gas delivery temperature. Two arcjets operate at a time,
each using 0.0865 g/s, while the vehicle is in sunlight.

Valves
Downstream of the main storage tank the propellant
supply system uses four different valve types: three solenoid isolation valves and one check valve. The solenoids
are latching to conserve electrical power and avoid creating too much boiloff. The accumulator isolation valves
are bidirectional to permit flow in or out; the compressor/
regulator valves only require single flow direction. The
arcjet flow shutoff valves are similar to the compressor/
regulator valves, but smaller to handle only half the mass
flowrate. All valves must be made for long-term exposure
to cryogenic-temperature hydrogen.
The plumbing for this system is 6.35 mm-outsidestainless steel tubing up to the point at which
the flow splits six ways, leading to the six arcjets, and is
3.18 mm-outside-diameter stainless steel tubing downstream from there. On the main propellant storage tank
the fill/drain valve is similar to the current Centaur fill/

All components in the system are required to be
single-fault-tolerant except those that are structural such
as tubing, fittings, and sonic orifices. Major components,
the accumulator and compressor, have backups and can
be isolated by shutoff valves. The TVS is too large to have
a complete backup. Therefore, its moving parts such as
the pressure regulator and mixer pump are redundant
while non-moving parts like the heat exchanger are not.
Figure 9 illustrates valve configurations. The isolation
valves are configured in quad packs of two parallel
Sdiameter

-

-

drain, with 50.8-mm tubing as both fill/drain and vent
lines. The ground vent is a variable-orifice valve currently
being developed for the Centaur vent system.

COMPRESSOR/REGULATOR ISOLATION
ARCJET FLOW CONTROL

Flow Control
SFigure

ACCUMULATOR ISOLATION

10 illustrates the flow control scheme. Mass
flowrate and pressure of the hydrogen delivered to the
arcjets are controlled by using a combination of pressure
Scontroller
(regulator) and sonic orifice. Pressure upstream of the orifices is controlled by mechanical regulators with a preset delivery point. Applying a "buffer" of
25% to the accumulator's minimum and maximum operating pressures, the regulator is required to deliver 0.173
g/s of GH 2 at 1.03 MPa, with a range of upstream pressures of 1.55-3.45 MPa. Flow through the regulators
becomes unchoked at approximately 1.97 MPa. The regulators require no shutoff feature because flow is controlled by each arcjet's shutoff valves.

COMPRESSOR DOWNSTREAM

ISOLATION

With pressure controlled and temperature predicted

BCT93-72
Figure 9. Valve configurations,

by analysis, the sonic orifices can be sized to deliver the
correct flowrate. A temperature sensor with feedback
8
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Figure 10. Flow control.
control to a heater in each line enables "fine tuning" just
upstream of the orifice. As no gas delivery temperature is
specified, the heater's function can be devoted to flowrate control.

sor) without the flow control regulators coming unchoked.
During normal operation the accumulator will cycle
between 2.41 and 2.76 MPa as the compressor and TVS
cycle on and off. The approximate cycle times will be 24.4
minutes charging and 4.9 minutes blowing down. Should
the accumulator become overpressurized during a shadowed coast, gas can be vented through the feed lines and
out through cold arcjets.

Accumulator
Figure 11 illustrates the accumulator scheme. The
accumulator is basically a structural component with no
moving parts, but because of its critical function in the
overall system, a redundant one is included. They are
both spherical bottles approximately 0.66 m in diameter
with a volume capacity of 0.139 m3. The size is determined by the maximum and minimum operating pressures, 2.76 and 2.07 MPa, respectively, and the requirement
that a single accumulator have the volume to supply the
arcjets for ten minutes (with no flow from the compres-

Compressor
Figure 12 illustrates the compressor scheme. As a
major system component with moving parts, the compressor has a backup in the event of failure; only one compressor at a time operates with the capacity to deliver the
flow required by the system. Gaseous hydrogen from the
9
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ACCUMULATOR

COMPRESSORS (2)

P1 =0.103 MPa

P2=2.76 MPa

T1=22.2°K

T2=166*K

P2 max =2.75 MPa

T2=166'K
P2=2.75 MPa

P2 min =2.06 MPa

------ -------BCT93-75

Figure 12. Compressor
rently available compressors revealed no existing unit
meeting these criteria that can be bought "off the shelf."
Some piston and diaphragm compressors sold for industrial use could deliver the required pressure at the low
flowrate, but none are rated for cryogenic temperatures,
nor are they flightweight. This component will be one of
the development needs of the SEOTV.

BCT93-74
ACCUMULATOR
Figure 11. Accumulator
TVS enters the compressor at 0.103 MPa, 22.20 K, and is
compressed to 2.75 MPa. The resulting outlet gas temperature is 166 0K. An efficiency of 30% was assumed for
a positive displacement compressor, and the power requirement was calculated to first order at 395 W.

SEOTV Design
SEOTV performance hinges on the ability toachieve
a low inert mass fraction. The Centaur pressure-stabilized propellant tank is the lightest cryogenic tank
technology yet flown, has been operational for 27 years,
and therefore has been used as the basis for the SEOTV
tank design. Maximum use should be made of Centaur
design features to limit SEOTV development requirements. The design shown here has been configured for
launch by the Atlas IIA.

The flowrate of the compressor and TVS is 1.20
times that required by the arcjets to ensure sufficient flow
at all times. Excess gas is dumped into the accumulator
until its maximum pressure is reached: the compressor
and TVS then shut down and allow the accumulator to
supply the arcjets until its pressure drops to a specified
minimum. An alternative to this duty cycle is to use a variable (flow) speed compressor to avoid wear on the machinery from continuous startups and shutdowns. The
on/offcycle is baselined because, as the vehicle is in shadow for some portion of some orbits, the compressor is already required to cycle on and off hundreds of times.

Configuration
Inboard profile views of the Centaur-derived
SEOTV are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The solarpanels
are shown in the stowed position for packaging in the payload fairing of the Atlas IIA launch vehicle.

The compressor used by this system must deliver 1.70
x 10- m3/s of hydrogen with a compression ratio of
approximately 27, function in cryogenic temperatures,
and be lightweight for flight application. Research of cur-

The propellant tank structure has a diameter of 3.05
m and an overall length of 6.1 m. It is of pressure-stabilized, thin stainless steel, monocoque construction and is
derived from Centaur tankage, including the 1.38:1 fore
10
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Figure 13. SEOTVside view.
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Figure 14. SEOTVend views.
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and aft bulkheads, the cylinder skin widths, and all skin
gauges. The tank incorporates a Shuttle/Centaur-derived
TVS and is insulated with Centaur closed-cell fixed-foam
to limit boiloff on the launch pad and during ascent. MLI
insulation, similar to that used on Atlas/Centaur forward

Table 4. SEOTVmass summary.
Mass (kg)
559
300

Structure
Proellat tank
Propellant tank
Tank insulation

bulkheads and Titan/Centaur sidewalls, is mounted out-

side the foam to limit boiloff in space, and an aluminum

300
140

Thrust structure

bumper shield is located outside the MLI to provide add-

23

Micrometeoroid protection

28

31
37

Payload adapter
Secondary structure
Fluid/propulsion systems
Propellant feed system
Thermodynamic vent system (TVS)

ed protection against micrometeoroids and debris. The
propellant tank ground and ascent vent system is the
same as for Centaur except that, unlike the Centaur, the
SEOTV does not use this system in space and therefore it
is not configured for balanced-thrust venting. The vent
system is on the forward bulkhead and connects to the

167
74
12

Hydrogen arcjets

42

Vent system
Propellant fill/drain system
Attitude control system
Electrical and electronics
Main electrical power
Solar panels
Processing unit and harnessing
Solar panels support/deploy, sys.
Electrical boiloff control system
Propellant level indicating system
SEOTV vehicle total

same payload fairing vent fin used by the Centaur. Once
in space, tank pressure is controlled with the TVS, which
vents into the arcjet propellant supply system. The tank
fill/drain line is similar to Centaur and interfaces with a
Titan/Centaur T-4disconnect panel that incorporates fill/
drain, nitrogen purge, and electrical disconnects. The six
arcjet thrusters, two 0.66 m-diameter composite hydrogen vapor accumulator bottles (the same as used by Centaur for helium pressurization), the two compressors, and
other fluid system components (packaged in composite,
modular structures) used to supply hydrogen to the arcjets are mounted off the aft bulkhead. The 150 m2 solar

34
5
125
892
701
545
156
167
20
4
1743
t-BCT93-78

array is contained in two wings, each hung from the tank
forward ring, and constrained at the bottom for launch.
For study purposes, the General Dynamics SLATS concentrating solar power system has been assumed. The solar arrays are hinged in four segments and stacked in four
layers.

quired heat transfer surface area and flow passage area.
Solar panel and power processing unit and harnessing estimates are based on assumptions about advanced power
supply technology. The overall mass of the SEOTV (without propellant) is 1743 kg,-which is 138 kg higher than the
SEOTV mass used in the baseline case generated with
the EVA SEOTV trajectory and performance computer
code. The higher estimate includes, however, a 31-kgsatellite payload adapter and 167 kg for a solar panel support/deployment system that was not allotted for in the
EVA simulations.

Similar in construction to the Titan/Centaur stub
adapter, the 1.52-m-diameter, low-conductance graphite
composite adapters are used fore and aft to interface with
the satellite payload and Centaur upper stage, respectively. The aft adapter remains with the Centaur at separation. A vehicle control unit electronic module for
controlling tank pressure, arcjet use, and arcjet propellant supply is mounted on the forward adapter between
the two arcjet power processing units. All other electronics, such as guidance, navigation, and control, are located
aboard the satellite payload,

Manufacturing
The major elements of the SEOTV structure, consisting of the hydrogen tank, solar arrays, and forward
and aft adapters, are illustrated in Figure 15. The structural core of the vehicle is the pressure-stabilized propellant tank, which accommodates launch loads and
provides for the attachment of vehicle components.
Figure
16 compares
the SEOTV tank wwith
Cenen
he C
t h tthe
F gur e 16
com p a r e s the SEOTV t a n k i
i
taur tank.
The
tank
structure
is
fabricated
using
the
same
type
tooling, pressures, and techniques as the flightproven existingp r ess ures and
pro techniques as the ightstructure is shorter than the current production Atlas IIA
commercial design, uses two bulkheads, and uses

Mass Estimates
Table 4 provides a mass summary of the SEOTV.
based on
masses
of
propellant
tank structure
are
based
on current
current
masses the
of the Atlas/Centaur
tank barMass estimates for the propellant tank structure are

rels, bulkheads, and supporting structure. Insulation system mass is based on surface area estimates, coupled with
detailed unit mass estimates, accounting for all features
of both the fixed-foam
fixed-foam and
and multilayer
multilayer insulation.
insulation. Fluid/
Fluid/
propulsion system estimates are based on component
numbers, unit mass estimates, and vendor information.
The TVS mass is derived from the Shuttle/Centaur using
heat transfer and pressure drop estimates to scale re-

c

me

dsnuew

bulkheads and uses current

Atlas pressure-stabilized structure technology and criteria.
The SEOTV tank is assembled in a major weld fixture from three structural components. Components in12
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Figure 15. SEOTV structuralelements.

elude the forward and aft bulkheads and one tank skin
assembly.

same welding techniques. The LH2 tank skins for SEOTV
are formed on the same tooling as for Atlas/Centaur.

The aft bulkhead of Atlas/Centaur is used on the
SEOTV as the aft and forward bulkhead. It uses the same
number of gores, the same welding machinery, and the

The SEOTV skins will be fabricated in the same
manner as the skins for the Centaur tank (Figure 17) and
will be fabricated from the same material and gauge. The
skins are cut from sheet stock and rolled into cylinder
subassemblies that are then welded in frame fixtures.
These cylinder subassemblies will form the cylindrical
portion of the tank.
The SEOTV tank bulkheads will be fabricated in the

FORWARD BULKHEAD

same manner as the bulkheads for the Centaur tank (Figure 18), and will be fabricated from the same material and
gauge. Sheet stock sections 3.05 m long and 0.914 m wide
are cut from rolls and installed in a stretch press machine
where they are stretched over a die to form a gore, which
is trimmed. The formed and trimmed gore sections are
then assembled in a fixture and butt-welded together by
an elliptical welder to form a bulkhead.

LH
2 TANK

In summary, the SEOTV tank structure can be made
from the same elliptical bulkheads, cylinder subassemblies, and rings used for Centaur. All tank materials, tempers, and gauges are the same. No new tooling, welding
equipment, or facilities are needed for either tank subas-

AFT BULKHEAD
ATLAS IA

SEOTV
BCT93-80

Figure 16. Comparison of SEOTV and Centaurtanks.

sembly fabrication or tank final assembly.
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1. A high-performance SEOTV can be produced
using existing Centaur tank technology and manufacturing methods.
The SEOTV concept allows a 43 to 88% increase
in useful payload to GEO, depending on whether the
satellite uses the SEOTV solar panels.

S2.

3. The propellant tank can be insulated with
flight-proven fixed-foam insulation and multilayer insulation.
4. Propellant motion in the tank is very wellbehaved and control baffles probably are not needed.
5. Tank pressure control can be accomplished with
a modified Shuttle/Centaur zero-g thermodynamic vent
system.
6. The propellant supply system is simple and
from available technology; the most significant
development is a low-capacity cryogenic gas compressor.

Sdraws
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Conclusions
From the studies conducted the following conclusions can be drawn.
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